
Physis 407-07Assignment 11. Given a funtion f(p) and a set of oordinates xi(p) show that the twofuntions f(p) (1)Xi �f(p(x))�xi jp0(xi(p)� xi(p0)) (2)have the same otangent vetor at the point p0. (p(x) is the point p in the spaeorresponding to the oordinates x. Those partial derivatives are evaluated atthe point p0. Sine �f(p(x))�xi jp0 are onstants, by the de�nition of the sum ofotangent vetors, this means thatdfA =Xi �f(p(x))�xi jp0dxiA (3)*********************************************************************The two have the same otangent vetor is for any nie urve (�) thederivatives along the urve are the same.We an write f((�)) = f(P (xi((�))) (4)and dd�f((�)) =Xi �if(P (xi((�)))dxi((�))d� (5)whiledd� (Xi �i(f(P (xi))(xi((�)� xi(p0)) =Xi �i(f(P (xi))dxi((�))d� (6)whih is the same. Thus for all nie urves the two funtions have the samederivative at p0 along the urve. ThusdfA =Xi �if(P (xi))dxiA (7)|||||||||||||||||||||{2. Show that if xi and ~xi are two di�erent oordinates , and (�) and 0(�)are two di�erent urves through the point p0 with the point p0 orrespondingto the same value, � = 0 in both ases, that the two urves de�ned by�(�) = p(xi((�)) + xi(0(�)) � xi(p0)) (8)~�(�) = p(~xi((�)) + ~xi(0(�)) � ~xi(p0)) (9)1



have the same tangent vetor at the point p0***************************************************************Con-sider any funtion f(p). Thendd�f(P (xi((�)) + xi(0(�) � xi(p0))) =Xi �i(f(P (xi)))jxi=xi(p0) dd� �xi((�)) + xi(0(�)) � xi(p0)� (10)=Xi �i(f(P (xi)))jxi=xi(p0)�dxi((�))d� + dxi((�))d� � (11)= df(xi((�))d� + df(P (xi(0(�))))d� = df((�))d� + df(0(�))d� (12)Ie, no matter what the oordinate system, the derivative of any funtion alongthat sum urve is the sum of the derivatives along the two urves. This isindependent of whih oordinate system we hoose, depending only f(P (xi))being a di�erentiable funtion of the oordinates.||||||||||||||||||||This shows that while the de�nition of the addition of two tangent vetors isde�ned via oordinates, the sum tangent vetor thus de�ned does not depend onwhih oordinates we use, although the urves � and ~� are in general di�erent.As an example, onsider the two urves in two dimensions with oordinatesx,y and r; �  : (13)x = � (14)y = 1 (15)0 : (16)y = 1 + 2� (17)x = 0 (18)Now write those same two urves in terms of the oordinates r; � wherex = r os(theta)y = r sin(theta) (19)Show that the sum urve �(�) de�ned in the two oordinate systems di�er, butthat at the point � = 0 their tangent vetors do not.**********************************************************************************************************************************The sum urve in x y oordinates isx = � (20)y = 1 + 2� (21)In r � oordinates, we have :r =p�2 + 1 (22)� = atan( 1� ) (23)2



while 0: r = j(1 + 2�)j (24)� = sign(1 + 2�)�=2 (25)The sum of these two urves is thusr =p�2 + 1 + j(1 + 2�)j1 (26)� = � = atan( 1� ) + sign(1 + 2�)�=2� �=2 (27)Writing these in x; y oordinates, we havex = (p�2 + 1 + j(1 + 2�)j1)( �p�2 + 1) (28)y = (p�2 + 1 + j(1 + 2�)j 1p�2 + 1) (29)This is ertainly not the same as the �rst sum urve. The ommon point is x=0,y=2.|||||||||||||||||||3. Assume that HAB , LABC and MAB are tensors, and f; g are funtions.Whih of the following are tensors and why?i)QAB = HBA*********************************************************This is a tensor. The funtion Q of a tangent and otangent vetor is a linearfuntion of those vetors. It is just that the order of the funtion arguments ofQ is di�erent from that of H.||||||||||||||||||||ii)R = HAA*****************************************This is a tensor. It is a funtion of no vetor arguments. The operation ofontration is de�ned for tensors and is a valid tensor operation.||||||||||||||||||-iii)TDABC = HDAMBC********************************************The funtion on the left is a funtion of the same arguments as on the right( one ontangent vetor, and three tangent vetors) and is linear sine the RHSis linear in eah argument by de�nition, so T is a tensor.||||||||||||||||||{iv)TDABC = HDA +MBC*********************************************************This is not a tensor. It is not a linear funtion of the arguments.(TDABCXAY BZC(VD + UD) = HDA(VD + UD) +MBCY BZC (30)= HDAVD +HDAUD +MBCY BZC (31)3



while TDABCXAY BZCVD + TDABCXAY BZCUD = (32)HDAVD +MBCY BZC +HDAUD +MBCY BZC (33)whih is not the same. ( there are two MBCY BZC )||||||||||||||||||||{v) RA = LBAB**********************************************This is not a tensor. There is not operation whih "ontrats" indies of thesame type. this ould only mean that the third argument of L is also the �rst,but then R is a funtion of only one argument. So the arguments on the twosides are di�erent so they ould not be the same as funtions.||||||||||||||||||{vi) SA = LABB � LBBA********************************************************This time, the equal index on the RHS does have a meaning, that of on-tration, whih is a valid tensor operation.|||||||||||||||||||vii) TA = rBHBA*********************************************************rCHBA would be a tensor of three arguments, with the �rst one and seondone being tangent and otangent vetors respetively. Thus ontration of thesetwo arguments is de�ned, and is a tensor operation.|||||||||||||||||||Is �iHjk the omponent of a tensor?****************************************************No, this is not. This only a part of the ovariant derivative, the remainingpart being the ovariant derivative of the oordinate basis vetors ( expressedin terms of the Christofel symbols). The oordinates of the ovariant derivativewould be riHjk = �iHjk +Xm (�jmiHmk � �mkiHjm (34)||||||||||||||||||-What are the omponents of expressed in terms of partial derivatives, Christofelsymbols? rAHAB (35)4. Given oordinates r; theta, what are the tangent vetors to the urvesde�ned by the oordinate onditions expressed in terms of ��rA and ���Ar(�) = r0 (36)�(�) = � (37)4



r(�) = � (38)�(�) = 5 � � (39)r(�) = 10� (40)�(�) = 50 � � (41)*****************************************************8�� A = ���A (42)��A = ��rA + 5 ���A (43)�� A = 10 ��rA + 50 ���A (44)||||||||||||||||||-What is the otangent vetor of the following funtionsf(r; �) = r2 (45)f(r; theta) = r2 + �2 (46)**************************************************************dfA = 2rdrA (47)dfA = 2rdrA + 2�d�A||||||||||||||{In eah ase �nd the lengths of these various vetors for eah point at whihthey are de�ned if the metri is given by a)ds2 = dr2 + d�2 (48)*******************************************************The inverse metri is the same matrix as the metri.. Thus the lengths are1 p265



10p262r 2pr2 + �2|||||||||||||||||{and ds2 = dr2 + r2d�2 (49)**********************************************1 p1 + 52r2 = �p26p100 + 502r2 = 10�p262r 2rr2 + 1r2 �2|||||||||||||||{5) What are all the omponents of the Christofel symbols for the metrids2 = 1r dr2 + rd�2 (50)and for ds2 = 1r dr2 � rdt2 (51)
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